The shape identification performance of a patient with category-specific agnosia for biological objects (E.L.M.) was investigated. E.L.M.'s ability to remember the association between visual shapes and computer-screen locations was assessed. All shape sets comprised exemplars that differed along a single diagnostic dimension. Two shape sets shared values on nondiagnostic dimensions, whereas a third set had differences on a redundant second dimension. E.L.M. significantly benefited from information contained in the redundant second dimension indicating that he can extract object information concerning multiple visual dimensions. We propose that E.L.M.'s problem involves disambiguating exemplars that are closely located in multidimensional shape space.
Introduction
Brain damage can selectively impair the visual identification of certain categories of objects while sparing others. Some researchers have proposed that such category-specific deficits emerge because of differences in the visual similarity of exemplars comprising different object categories (e.g., Humphreys, 1996) . Although we agree that visual similarity is an important constraint on what can be identified by patients with category-specific deficits, the exclusive use of line drawings to elucidate the role of visual similarity is problematic. The difficulty is that the primitives of the forms depicted by line drawings are unspecified. Because we cannot specify which shape primitives allow normals to distinguish between a drawing of a cat and that of a dog, it is impossible to say what mechanisms, if any, fail at the level of structural shape processing in patients who display category-specific deficits for such drawings.
Arguin, Bub, and Dudek (1996) rectified this problem by using simple computer-generated blobs with well-defined underlying shape dimensions (Fig. 16) .
Single-dimension sets were generated by producing shapes with equally spaced values along a single visual dimension (e.g., different degrees of curvature or elongation). Conjunction sets were generated by combining two stimulus dimensions. For every shape in a conjunction set there is another
